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approach. Both of them come to the conclusion that the
number of usability problems detected is not affected by the
prototyping method, which is applied. However, the
question whether subjects confronted with different kinds of
prototypes differ in their willingness to criticize a system
and to give suggestions for its improvement was not
answered by these studies. This was the goal of our project.

ABSTRACT

This study investigated the differences between computerbased and paper-based low-fidelity prototypes. It
researched whether subjects confronted with these two
kinds of prototypes differ in their willingness to criticize a
system and to give suggestions for its improvement. The
chosen approach was an empirical study including test
sessions using both kinds of prototypes. Quantitative and
qualitative methods were applied to measure and to explain
possible differences.

APPROACH

Four prototypes of two systems were developed. One
system was a calendar system, which enabled users to enter
meetings, classes, birthdays and anniversaries. Furthermore,
its user could request his/her entries in a daily and in a
weekly overview. The second system was a touch screen
ticket machine, which enabled users to buy tickets and to
request information concerning their journey and
concerning certain discount packages.
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INTRODUCTION

Low-fidelity prototyping, as we understand it, is the
visualization of design ideas at very early stages of the
design process. The result is a prototype which is simple
and whose development does not need very much time. A
low-fidelity prototype can be vertical or horizontal. It may
be developed using paper and other “low-fidelity-materials”
or by the use of any user friendly programming tool.

For both systems a computer-based prototype and a paper
prototype were built. The functionalities of both types of
prototypes were equal. The prototypes of both systems
allowed the simulation of the system’s most important
functions. The paper prototypes were hand drawn. For a
detailed description of the prototypes see [5].

This study investigated whether different ways of
visualization and presentation of low fidelity prototypes
affect the outcomes of usability evaluations in terms of
subjects’ critiques and suggestions to change a system.
Although a lot of textbooks claim that paper prototyping
enhances the communication between designers and users
empirical data proving this assumption is not available.
Also Bowling and Frick’s [1] statement that a paper
prototype makes users feel more comfortable criticizing the
system was not proven by a comparative study. The
available literature is full with success stories but empirical
studies comparing different prototyping methods are rare.

24 test sessions and 48 usability tests were conducted.
Every subject was confronted with one paper- and with one
computer-based prototype of the two different systems. The
subjects were divided into four groups. The order of the
systems and of the type of prototypes differed between the
four groups so that possible order effects could be avoided.
After an introduction phase, which was used to explain the
purpose of the test session and to make the subjects feel
comfortable, the subjects were asked to perform predefined
tasks with both prototypes. For example we asked subjects
to save a new entry in their calendars and to buy a ticket to
Southampton. During the tasks subjects were encouraged to
think aloud. After every task subjects had to rate the
subjective difficulty of the task on a ten-point scale and
they were asked to make suggestions to change the system
in order to make the task easier. After the user had some
time to play with the system he/she had to complete a
questionnaire (SUS, [2]). Finally the facilitator asked the
subject to summarize all the critiques and suggestions of

From these view empirical comparative studies (see e.g.
[4], [7], [3] and [6]) only two ([7] and [3]) compare two
kinds of low fidelity prototypes using a user-based
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test, one may argue that these two results mean that a design
team should always prefer a computer-based prototype.
However, there are still a lot of reasons to implement a
paper prototype. The following list summarizes only three
of them and is not meant to by exhaustive:

improvements that came to the subject’s mind during
his/her work with the system. During this phase the subjects
were encourages to support their suggestions by hand
drawn sketches. At the end of the second test a short
qualitative interview was conducted concerning the
advantages and drawbacks of the two prototyping methods.
For a detailed description of the experiment see [5].

When should you possibly prefer a paper prototype:

•

When the available prototyping tools do not support
the components and ideas, which you want to implement.

•

When you do not want to exclude members of the
design team without sufficient software skills

•

When the tests should lead to a lot of drawings, which
then can be discussed inside the design team.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the total number of suggestions to improve
(change) the system and of the subjects’ critiques. Note that
every suggestion to change the system was also counted as
a critique and that comments on graphical details were
excluded. The analysis of the test sessions made sure that
double counting could not occur. For a detailed description
of the analysis of the test sessions see [5].
Critiques

Ticket machine

Mean
8.96

Std. Dev.
5.49

Computer prototype

9.25

6.96

Paper prototype

8.67

3.80

Calendar system

10.17

5.40

Computer prototype

9.25

4.14

Paper prototype

11.08

6.49

This list and our experience underlines that this study
should not be interpreted as a rejection of paper
prototyping. Our results just show that the decision on the
appropriate prototyping method should also depend on the
subjects’ characteristics. If paper prototypes are faster and
cheaper to develop still the problem of how to minimize the
paper prototypes’ disadvantages of giving subjects the
feeling of being observed and of causing unnecessary effort
for the facilitator will have to be solved. Future research in
this area should focus on innovative methods on how to
reduce these drawbacks.

Suggestions
t-test
t= -.25
p= .801

t= -.82
p= .418

Mean
6.96

Std. Dev.
4.33

7.08

5.43

6.83

3.10

7.83

5.48

6.42

4.50

9.25

6.18

t-test
t= -.14
p= .891

t= -1.28
p= .213

Table 1: Total number of critiques and suggestions
Table 1 shows that the number of critiques and suggestions
is not affected by the kind of prototype. The table shows
also the results of t-tests for two independent samples,
which also did not show significant differences. A
qualitative analysis dividing the subjects’ statements into
four categories (functions, operational design, behavior and
screen layout, and wording) also could not uncover any
major differences. A further qualitative analysis of the test
sessions exposed two minor issues (neither of them was
statistically significant): (1) subjects confronted with
computer prototypes tend to comment more on graphical
details. This trend does not lead to a smaller amount of
other, more useful, comments. (2) subjects confronted with
paper prototypes show a greater willingness to draw their
suggestions. However, the qualitative analysis of the
drawings showed that the suggestions, which were
supported by these drawings, did not demand the usage of
sketches to be understood by an experienced observer.
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